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Dense Attention Fluid Network for Salient Object
Detection in Optical Remote Sensing Images
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Abstract— Despite the remarkable advances in visual saliency
analysis for natural scene images (NSIs), salient object detection
(SOD) for optical remote sensing images (RSIs) still remains an
open and challenging problem. In this paper, we propose an
end-to-end Dense Attention Fluid Network (DAFNet) for SOD in
optical RSIs. A Global Context-aware Attention (GCA) module
is proposed to adaptively capture long-range semantic context
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relationships, and is further embedded in a Dense Attention
Fluid (DAF) structure that enables shallow attention cues flow
into deep layers to guide the generation of high-level feature
attention maps. Specifically, the GCA module is composed of two
key components, where the global feature aggregation module
achieves mutual reinforcement of salient feature embeddings
from any two spatial locations, and the cascaded pyramid
attention module tackles the scale variation issue by building up a
cascaded pyramid framework to progressively refine the attention
map in a coarse-to-fine manner. In addition, we construct a
new and challenging optical RSI dataset for SOD that contains
2,000 images with pixel-wise saliency annotations, which is
currently the largest publicly available benchmark. Extensive
experiments demonstrate that our proposed DAFNet signifi-
cantly outperforms the existing state-of-the-art SOD competitors.
https://github.com/rmcong/DAFNet_TIP20

Index Terms— Salient object detection, dense attention fluid,
global context-aware attention, optical remote sensing images.

I. INTRODUCTION

SALIENT object detection (SOD) focuses on extracting
visually distinctive objects/regions from the whole field

of view, which imitates the visual attention mechanism of
human beings [1]–[3]. Different from visual fixation prediction
inspired by the gaze perception phenomena, SOD aims at com-
pletely segmenting the salient objects/regions and generating a
pixel-wise saliency map [2], [4]. Conceptually, the processing
pipeline of SOD incorporates two stages, i.e., 1) successfully
determining the salient areas from background; 2) accurately
segmenting the salient objects. Owing to its extendibility and
efficiency, visual saliency analysis has been widely applied to
a variety of down-streaming visual tasks.

Although recent decades have witnessed the remarkable
success of SOD for natural scene images (NSIs), there is only
a limited amount of researches focusing on SOD for optical
remote sensing images (RSIs). Typically, optical RSIs cover
a wide scope with complicated background and diverse noise
interference. In the large-scale and challenging optical RSIs,
only some local regions (e.g., man-made targets, islands, and
river system) may attract humans’ attention, and the SOD for
optical RSIs focuses on detecting these salient targets or areas
in a scene. As discussed in previous studies [5], [6], SOD for
optical RSIs has extremely practical values, which has been
widely used as a preprocessing technique to assist various
down-streaming visual applications in the remote sensing
scenes, such as image fusion [7], scene classification [8],
and object detection [9]. In this work, the definition of
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saliency inherits the concept of SOD for NSIs. Specifically,
the salient objects/regions should be naturally distinct from
background or related to certain object categories determined
by cognitive phenomena like prior knowledge and specific
tasks. It is worth mentioning that, in the context of this paper,
saliency detection differs from anomaly detection [10] that
devotes to determining the abnormal objects as outliers, since
abnormality does not necessarily lead to attractiveness.

Different from NSIs captured by human photographers with
hand-held cameras, optical RSIs are automatically collected
by various remote sensors deployed on satellites or aircrafts
with minimal human intervention, which causes an obvious
gap between SOD in natural and remote sensing scenes. First,
RSIs are acquired through high-altitude shooting with flexible
sensor-object distance, while NSIs are usually shot from
a manually-adjusted and more appropriate distance. Hence,
the scale of salient objects in NSIs varies within a relatively
smaller range. By contrast, the salient objects appearing in
RSIs show larger scale variations even for the same category.
Therefore, successful NSI saliency detectors would be less
reliable when dealing with the scale-variant remote sensing
salient objects. Second, since RSIs are photographed from an
overhead view, the included objects inevitably have various
orientations. In the close-range NSIs captured from the front
view, the problem of object rotation can be ignored to a large
extent. Third, remote sensing scenes contain more diverse
background patterns and are affected by various imaging
conditions (e.g., shooting time, illumination intensity), which
induces noise interference (e.g., shadows and strong exposure)
and further increases the difficulty of mining saliency cues
from RSIs. In summary, optical RSIs are characterized by wide
coverage scope, diverse texture and visual appearance, variant
object scale and orientation, and overwhelming background
context redundancy. Therefore, directly applying existing SOD
approaches particularly developed for NSIs to RSIs would be
unreliable. This paper investigates a specialized solution to the
unique and challenging problem of SOD for optical RSIs.

It is observed that SOD for optical RSIs still faces several
challenges greatly hindering the detection performance. First,
salient objects are often corrupted by background interference
and redundancy. For example, the cluttered background in the
first row of Fig. 1 and the imaging shadows in the second row
prevent existing methods (e.g., LVNet [6], PFAN [11]) from
accurately locating the salient objects, which induces larger
false-negatives and false-positives, respectively. To alleviate
this issue, the attention mechanism is successfully employed
in SOD models to learn more discriminative features and
suppress background interference [12]–[14]. However, in these
methods, the attentive results are independently generated
from the corresponding feature levels, which is thought to
be sub-optimal since they ignore the relationships among the
attention maps of different levels. In fact, different levels
of attention features focus on different visual contents, and
these multi-level attentive cues have a positive impact on
the final saliency prediction. Motivated by this, we propose
a novel dense attention fluid (DAF) structure that estab-
lishes explicit connections among different levels of attention
modules. In this way, low-level attentive cues can flow into

Fig. 1. Visual illustration of SOD results for optical RSIs by applying
different methods. (a) Optical RSIs. (b) Ground truth. (c) PFAN [11].
(d) LVNet [6]. (e) Proposed DAFNet.

deeper layers to guide the generation of high-level attention
maps.

Second, salient objects in RSIs present much more complex
structure and topology than the ones in NSIs, which poses
new challenges for saliency detectors in capturing complete
object regions. For example, the building in the third row of
Fig. 1 cannot be detected completely by the LVNet [6] and
PFAN [11] methods, and the river with a long narrow shape in
the last row tends to be broken by the existing detectors. This
phenomenon is mainly caused by the feature inconsistency
of distant spatial positions. In fact, previous researches have
revealed that the convolution operation inevitably leads to local
receptive field [15]. Common practices including multi-level
intermediate feature fusion [16] and atrous convolution [11]
have been exploited to overcome this limitation. However,
these approaches ignore the fact that the semantic relationships
among different spatial locations are also crucial for the
pixel-wise SOD task. Without explicit constraints, there may
still exist some significant differences between the embedded
feature representations of salient pixels that are far away
from each other. This intra-class feature inconsistency can
cause incomplete structure of salient objects, which motivates
us to propose a global context-aware attention mechanism
that exploits global-context information by capturing long-
range semantic dependencies among every pixel pair. The
superiority of this design lies in integrating point-to-point
semantic relationships to achieve feature alignment and mutual
reinforcement of saliency patterns.

Third, for the optical RSI SOD task, there is only one
dataset (i.e., ORSSD [6]) available for model training and
performance evaluation, which contains 800 images totally.
This dataset is pioneering, but its data size is still relatively
small. To this end, we extend it to a larger one dubbed
as EORSSD including 2, 000 images and the correspond-
ing pixel-wise saliency annotations. The EORSSD dataset
is publicly available and more challenging, covering more
complicated scene types, more diverse object attributes, and
more comprehensive real-world circumstances.

In this paper, we devote to fully exploiting visual attention
with global-context constraints for SOD in optical RSIs. The
main contributions are summarized as follows:
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• An end-to-end Dense Attention Fluid Network (DAFNet)
is proposed to achieve SOD in optical RSIs, equipped
with a Dense Attention Fluid (DAF) structure that is
decoupled from the backbone feature extractor and the
Global Context-aware Attention (GCA) mechanism.

• The DAF structure is designed to combine multi-level
attention cues, where shallow-layer attention cues flow
into the attention units of deeper layers so that low-
level attention cues could be propagated as guidance
information to enhance the high-level attention maps.

• The GCA mechanism is proposed to model the global-
context semantic relationships through a global feature
aggregation module, and further tackle the scale variation
problem under a cascaded pyramid attention framework.

• A large-scale benchmark dataset containing 2, 000 image
samples and the corresponding pixel-wise annotations
is constructed for the SOD task in optical RSIs. The
proposed DAFNet consistently outperforms 15 state-of-
the-art competitors in the experiments.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
we briefly review the related works of SOD in both NSIs and
optical RSIs. In Sections III and IV, we introduce the details
of the proposed DAFNet and the newly constructed EORSSD
benchmark dataset, respectively. In Section V, the experimen-
tal comparisons and ablation analyses are discussed. Finally,
the conclusion is drawn in Section VI.

II. RELATED WORK

As mentioned earlier, optical RSIs have human-eye friendly
color presentations similar to NSIs. However, remote sensing
scenes are more challenging due to the unique imaging con-
ditions and diverse scene patterns. In this section, we will
separately review the SOD models for NSIs and optical
RSIs.

A. Salient Object Detection for NSIs

The past decades have witnessed the rapid growth and
flourish in model design and performance improvement of the
SOD task for NSIs, especially after the rise of deep learning
technology [17]–[19]. Bottom-up SOD models explore various
hand-crafted features or some visual priors to represent the
saliency attribute, which is driven by stimulus [20]–[26]. Top-
down SOD models entail supervised learning with pixel-
wise labels, which is driven by specific tasks, including
the deep learning based methods [11], [16], [27]–[40].
Zhao et al. [11] proposed a pyramid feature attention net-
work for saliency detection by integrating the high-level
context features and the low-level spatial structural features.
Hu et al. [29] proposed a fully convolutional neural network
(FCN) based saliency network by fully exploiting the recur-
rently aggregated deep features captured from different layers.
Liu et al. [39] introduced two simple pooling-based modules
into the feature pyramid network to achieve real-time saliency
detection.

B. Salient Object Detection for Optical RSIs

Compared with the research boom of SOD for NSIs, there
are only three works focusing on the SOD for optical RSIs.

Zhao et al. [5] proposed a SOD method for optical RSIs based
on sparse representation using the global and background cues.
Zhang et al. [41] proposed a self-adaptive multiple feature
fusion model based on low-rank matrix recovery for saliency
detection in RSIs by integrating the color, intensity, texture,
and global contrast cues. Li et al. [6] proposed the first deep
learning based SOD method for optical RSIs, including a two-
stream pyramid module and an encoder-decoder architecture.
Li et al. [42] designed a parallel down-up fusion network to
achieve SOD in optical RSIs.

In addition, SOD is often worked as an auxiliary component
in the related optical RSI processing tasks, such as Region-of-
Interest (ROI) extraction [43], building extraction [44], airport
detection [45], oil tank detection [46], and ship detection [47].
Zhang et al. [45] discovered the airport targets in optical RSIs
by investigating a two-way saliency detection model that com-
bines vision-oriented and knowledge-oriented saliency cues.
Liu et al. [46] proposed an unsupervised oil tank detection
method that explores low-level saliency to highlight latent
object areas and introduces a circular feature map to the
saliency model to suppress the background. In general, since
these methods are actually driven by some specific tasks, they
usually show unsatisfactory performance when dealing with
generic salient object detection.

III. PROPOSED METHOD

A. Overview

In Fig. 2, we illustrate the overall framework of our
proposed DAFNet, which is an encoder-decoder architecture.
Different from conventional feature encoders where the convo-
lutional blocks are directly stacked in sequence, we design an
attention fluid to guide the backbone feature propagation, i.e.,
each convolutional block is equipped with a global context-
aware attention (GCA) unit. For the attention information flow,
we design a dense attention fluid structure, where each GCA
unit produces an attention map based on raw side features
generated from the corresponding convolutional block and
receives the attentive results from previous GCA units (if
any) to formulate a global attention map, which is further
combined with raw features by means of residual connection
(RC) to obtain the enhanced feature maps. Thus, in the
feature fluid, we can obtain hierarchical feature representations
with enhanced discriminative power after the RC operations.
During feature decoding, we progressively fuse different levels
of feature maps and employ additional convolutional layers
to generate saliency maps and salient edge maps. In later
sections, we will introduce the Attention Fluid Guided Feature
Encoding, Progressive Feature Decoding, and Loss Function
of our proposed DAFNet.

B. Attention Fluid Guided Feature Encoding
Since the proposed pipeline of our DAFNet is indepen-

dent of specific types of backbone architectures, without
loss of generality, we employ the commonly used VGG16
architecture [48] to describe our method. We remove the
last three fully connected layers and truncate the first max-
pooling layer in the original VGG16 network to formulate
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Fig. 2. The overall architecture of our proposed DAFNet, including the Attention Fluid Guided Feature Encoding and Progressive Feature Decoding.
The feature encoder consists of: 1) an attention fluid where low-level attention maps flow into deeper layers to guide the generation of high-level attentions,
and 2) a feature fluid that generates hierarchical feature representations with stronger discriminative ability by incorporating attention cues mined from
the corresponding global context-aware attention modules. The feature decoder employs a progressive top-down feature fusion strategy to produce saliency
predictions at different feature scales. Note that we do not use the top-most side outputs for deep supervision in that the feature resolution is very low and
hinders the depiction of detailed object structures. The FF unit involves up-sampling the high-level feature map and performing channel alignment via 1× 1
convolutions, and then adding it to the low-level feature map. The CB unit is designed as a bottleneck convolution block with non-linearities to further
integrate fusion feature information. The prediction layer consumes the decoded features to produce the corresponding saliency map.

our backbone feature extractor composed of five sequentially-
stacked convolutional blocks abbreviated as Conv 1-2, Conv
2-2, Conv 3-3, Conv 4-3, and Conv 5-3 in Fig. 2. Given an
input optical RSI I ∈ R

C×H×W passing through the five
convolutional blocks, we obtain the raw side features at the
corresponding feature levels. For simplicity, we denote the five
levels of original side feature maps in a backbone feature set
f = { f 1, f 2, f 3, f 4, f 5}, in which the numerical superscript
indicates the feature level.

1) Global Context-Aware Attention Mechanism: Learning
more discriminative features is an essential component in
salient object detection. As discussed before, in order to enable
the features focus on saliency-related regions and reduce the
feature redundancy, attention mechanism has been applied to
SOD [11], [14]. However, due to the limited receptive field
of convolution operations and weak constraints of feature
consistency in global image context, these methods may
induce incomplete saliency predictions when the foreground
covers a large scope in the image. To this end, we investigate
a novel global context-aware attention (GCA) mechanism
that explicitly captures the long-range semantic dependencies
among all spatial locations in an attentive manner. Specifically,
the GCA module consists of two main functional compo-
nents, i.e., global feature aggregation (GFA) and cascaded
pyramid attention (CPA). The GFA module consumes the
raw side features generated from the backbone convolutional
block and produces aggregated features that encode global

contextual information. The CPA module is used to address
the scale variation of objects in optical RSIs, which takes
the aggregated features from GFA as input and produces a
progressively-refined attention map under a cascaded pyramid
framework.

a) Global Feature Aggregation: In the ideal case, for the
pixels that belong to the same salient object, the learned feature
is supposed to be consistent regardless of their spatial distance.
However, when the salient object covers a large scope, this
feature consistency becomes fragile, which leads to incomplete
detection results. Thus, the GFA module aims to achieve the
feature alignment and mutual reinforcement between saliency
patterns by aggregating global semantic relationships among
pixel pairs, which is beneficial to constrain the generation of
intact and uniform saliency map.

Consider an original side feature map f s ∈ R
Cs×Hs×Ws ,

where s ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} indexes different convolution stages.
Our goal is to evaluate the mutual influence between the
embedding vectors of any two positions, and then generate
a global context-aware descriptor by aggregating every local
feature. Mathematically, the mutual influence is formulated as
a spatial correlation map Cs ∈ R

Ps×Ps :

Cs = {(R( f̃ s))
T ⊗R( f̃ s)}T (1)

where f̃ s represents the normalized side feature, R(·) denotes
a dimension transformation operation that reshapes a matrix
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of R
D1×D2×D3 into R

D1×D23 , D23 = D2×D3, ⊗ is the matrix
multiplication, and Ps = Hs ×Ws counts the number of
pixels. Then, we calculate a global context map Ws ∈ R

Ps×Ps .
Its (i, j) entry ωs

i j is defined as:

ωs
i j =

ecs
i j

ϕs
j
= ecs

i j

∑Ps
i=1 ecs

i j
(2)

where cs
i j is the entry of matrix Cs at location (i, j), which

indicates cosine-distance based feature similarity between two
embedded vectors, and ϕs

j denotes the Gaussian weighted
summation of all elements in the j th column of matrix Cs .
In such context, ωs

i j measures the relative impact the i th

position has on the j th position, and thus global inter-pixel
relationships are efficiently encoded in Ws .

In this way, we can obtain an updated feature map Gs that
encodes global contextual dependencies:

Gs = R−1(R( f̃ s)⊗Ws) (3)

where R−1 is the inverse operator of R(·) that reshapes a
matrix of R

D1×D23 into R
D1×D2×D3 . Then, we integrate the

updated feature into the original side feature output f s in a
residual connection manner to realize feature enhancement:

Fs = f s + δ · ( f s � Gs) (4)

where � represents element-wise multiplication, and δ is a
learnable weight parameter that controls the contribution of
the global contextual information. Thus, the aggregated feature
map Fs encodes the global contextual dependencies, which
maintains the feature consistency of the whole salient regions.

In order to generate more compact feature representations,
we perform feature re-calibration [49] by explicitly modeling
inter-dependencies among channel responses of convolutional
feature maps. Specifically, we first apply average-pooling and
max-pooling operations separately over the obtained feature
map Fs to produce two 1D channel importance descriptors
�s

a and �s
m , respectively. Then, they are fed into a three-

layer bottleneck fully-connected block and further combined
to produce a fusion channel reweighing vector. This process
can be formulated as:

�s = σ(F(�s
a; θ s

1, θ s
2 )+ F(�s

m; θ s
1 , θ s

2 )) (5)

where σ(·) denotes the Sigmoid activation function, and
F(�s

a; θ s
1 , θ s

2) means the given feature map �s
a passing through

a three-layer bottleneck perception with the weights θ s
1 and θ s

2 .
Since �s encodes cross-channel correlations and highlights the
most important feature channels, we multiply it with Fs by
broadcasting along the spatial dimension to generate a refined
feature map Fs

g with more compact channel information.
b) Cascaded Pyramid Attention: In the optical RSIs,

the object scale varies greatly, which challenges the robustness
and generalization of SOD models. As explored in previous
works [11], [14], multi-scale pyramid attention architecture
enhances the discrimination of features, but also resists the size
change of the objects to a certain extent. However, it would
be sub-optimal to integrate the attention maps generated
independently at different feature resolutions simply through
up-sampling and point-wise summation, mainly because such

Fig. 3. Illustration of the proposed CPA module, in which the pyramid
attention is cascaded to progressively refine both features and attentive cues
from coarse to fine.

a design weakens the information interaction between different
scales and limits the expression ability of the multi-scale
features. Hence, we design a cascaded pyramid attention
module to progressively refine both features and attentive cues
from coarse to fine. An illustration of the CPA module is
provided in Fig. 3. To facilitate description, we begin with
inferring a single-scale attention map from a given feature
map by employing an efficient spatial attention approach [50].
Specifically, we apply average-pooling and max-pooling to Fs

g
along the channel axis, and concatenate the outputs to generate
a spatial location attentive descriptor �s ∈ R

2×Hs×Ws , which
is further convolved to produce a 2D spatial attention map
As ∈ R

Hs×Ws :

As = Att (Fs
g ) = σ(conv(�s); θ̂ ))

= σ(conv(concat (avepool(Fs
g), max pool(Fs

g )); θ̂ )) (6)

where conv(·; θ̂ ) denotes a customized convolutional layer
with the parameter θ̂ , avepool and max pool are the average-
pooling and max-pooling, respectively, and concat represents
feature channel concatenation.

In order to obtain multi-scale pyramid features, we first
progressively down-sample the feature map Fs

g into different
resolutions using stacked 2× max-pooling operations, and
squeeze the feature channels with by 1 × 1 convolutions.

Thus, we construct a feature pyramid Fs
dk
∈ R

Cs
3 × Hs

2k ×Ws
2k ,

where k ∈ {0, 1, 2} indexes the pyramid scale. Then, starting
from the lowest resolution (i.e., 4× down-sampling), we infer
an attention map As

d2
by Eq. 6. The attentive cue mined at

this scale is applied over the corresponding feature, which is
further propagated to the next scale for attention generation.
The attention map at the middle feature resolution (i.e., 2×
down-sampling) is generated by:

As
d1
= Att (concat (Fs

d1
, (Fs

d2
� As

d2
+ Fs

d2
) ↑)) (7)

where � denotes element-wise multiplication with channel-
wise broadcasting, and ↑ means the 2× spatial up-sampling
operation. By analogy, the CPA module will produce a
full-resolution attention map Âs at the original feature scale,
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which can be formulated as:

Âs = Att (concat (Fs
d0

, (Fs
d1

� As
d1
+ Fs

d1
) ↑)) (8)

Through the cascaded architecture, the coarse attention cues
are mined based on lower-resolution features, then combined
with higher-resolution features to generate fine attention results
with more accurate details.

2) Dense Attention Fluid Structure: Hierarchical feature
representations within convolutional networks naturally cor-
respond to different levels of information abstraction. Shallow
features focus on edges and unique textures, while deep
features capture high-level visual semantics. In fact, the atten-
tive cues derived from different convolutional stages also
imply different feature selection strategies. Motivated by the
improvement brought by side-path connections of convolu-
tional features, we build a novel DAF structure where shallow-
layer attention information flows into the attention units of
deep layers. In this way, low-level attentive cues could be
propagated as useful guidance information to enhance and
refine high-level attention generation.

As a review, each GCA module consumes a raw side feature
map f s to produce an attention map Âs . First, we build
sequential connections among the attention maps generated
from the hierarchical feature representations. Moreover, con-
sidering the hierarchical attention interaction among different
levels, we add feed-forward skip connections to form the
attention fluid. In order to update Âs , the down-sampled
attention maps { Â1, Â2, . . . , Âs−1} from shallow layers are
firstly concatenated with Âs along the channel dimension.
After that, a convolution layer followed by a Sigmoid function
is employed to generate the final attention map. Formally,
the above updating process is denoted as:

Âs ← σ(conv(concat (( Â1) ↓, . . . , ( Âs−1) ↓, Âs))) (9)

where operator ↓ means down-sampling the given attention
map with higher resolution to the same size of Âs .

With the updated attention map, the final feature map at
the sth convolution stage Fs

c can be generated via the residual
connection:

Fs
c = concat (Fs

d0
, (Fs

out1) ↑) � ( Âs + Os) (10)

where Fs
out1 = Fs

d1
� As

d1
+ Fs

d1
is the attention weighted

feature output at scale 1, and Os ∈ R
Hs×Ws is a matrix with

all entries equal to 1. Thus, we could sequentially obtain the
corresponding enhanced side features {F1

c , F2
c , F3

c , F4
c , F5

c }
from the five convolution stages.

C. Progressive Feature Decoding
In the feature decoder, we fuse deep features with shallow

features progressively to produce multiple side outputs at
different feature resolutions. Each decoding stage consists of
three procedures, as shown in Fig. 2. First, we employ top-
down feature fusion (FF) to align the spatial resolution and
number of channels between adjacent side feature maps via
up-sampling and 1 × 1 convolution, and then perform point-
wise summation. Second, a bottleneck convolutional block
(CB) is deployed to further integrate semantic information

from fusion features. In our design, each CB unit contains
two convolutional layers where the number of feature channels
is first halved and then restored. Third, we deploy a mask
prediction layer and an edge prediction layer for the decoded
features, and use a Sigmoid layer to map the range of saliency
scores into [0, 1]. Depending on feature channel quantities of
different decoding scales, the prediction layer transforms 3D
features into 2D saliency map and salient edge map. The final
output of our DAFNet is derived from the predicted saliency
map at the top decoding level.

D. Loss Function

To accelerate network convergence and yield more robust
saliency feature representations, we formulate a hierarchical
optimization objective by applying deep supervisions to the
side outputs at different convolution stages. Inspired by [14],
we further introduce edge supervisions to capture fine-grained
saliency patterns and enhance the depiction of object contours.

1) Saliency Supervision: Given a predicted saliency map
Sm at a certain stage and the corresponding ground truth Lm ,
we employ a class-balanced binary cross-entropy loss function:

	m = −[αm · Lmlog(Sm)+ βm · (1− Lm)log(1− Sm)] (11)

where αm = (B − Bm)/B and βm = Bm/B balance the
contribution of salient and background pixels. Here, Bm counts
the positive pixels in Lm and B counts the total pixels.

2) Salient Edge Supervision: Given a predicted salient edge
map Se, we employ the Canny operator to extract edge pixels
from Lm , which are further strengthened into two-pixel-thick
edges Le through 2×2 maximum filtering. Similar to Eq. (11),
we formulate the salient edge loss function as follows:

	e = −[αe · Lelog(Se)+ βe · (1− Le)log(1− Se)] (12)

where we follow the same procedure as mentioned above to
compute the balancing factors αe and βe.

3) Overall Loss: Three levels of side supervisions are
involved to fully exploit multi-scale information. In addition
to the full-resolution results at stage 1, we continue to make
predictions at deeper stages of 2 and 3. We ignore the
predictions with the lowest resolution since the results are
very rough. Formally, the overall loss function is formulated
as follows:

	 =
3∑

s=1

(wm · 	s
m +we · 	s

e) (13)

where wm and we control the contribution of saliency super-
visions and salient edge supervisions. 	s

m and 	s
e represent the

loss functions computed at stage s.

IV. EXTENDED OPTICAL REMOTE SENSING SALIENCY

DETECTION (EORSSD) DATASET

A. Overview

In literature [6], an optical remote sensing saliency detec-
tion (ORSSD) dataset1 with pixel-wise ground truth is built,

1https://li-chongyi.github.io/proj_optical_saliency.html
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Fig. 4. Visualization of the more challenging EORSSD dataset. The first row shows the optical RSI, and the second row exhibits the corresponding ground
truth. (a) Challenge in the number of salient objects. (b) Challenge in small salient objects. (c) Challenge in new scenarios. (d) Challenge in interferences
from imaging. (e) Challenge in specific circumstances.

Fig. 5. Statistical analysis of EORSSD dataset. (a) Type analysis of salient object. (b) Number analysis of salient object. (c) Size analysis of salient object.

including 600 training images and 200 testing images. This
is the first publicly available dataset for the RSI SOD task,
which bridges the gap between theory and practice in SOD
for optical RSIs, but the amount of data is still slightly
insufficient to train a deep learning based model. To enlarge
the size and enrich the variety of the dataset, we extend
our ORSSD dataset to a larger one named Extended ORSSD
(EORSSD) dataset with 2, 000 images and the corresponding
pixel-wise ground truth, which includes many semantically
meaningful but challenging images. Based on the ORSSD
dataset, we collect additional 1, 200 optical remote sensing
images from the free Google Earth software, covering more
complicated scene types, more challenging object attributes,
and more comprehensive real-world circumstances. During the
dataset construction, we follow the previous labeling protocol
as proposed in [51]. Specifically, for labeling the ground truth
saliency masks, in our project, we invited 9 researchers with
relevant professional backgrounds as our annotators and asked
them to independently indicate which parts of the image they
thought were visually-attractive. Based on the records of all
annotators’ decisions, we picked out as salient the commonly-
agreed regions and objects that are voted by at least half of
the annotators. After that, we carefully generate pixel-wise
saliency masks for these selected regions using Photoshop.
For clarity, the EORSSD dataset is divided into two parts, i.e.,
1, 400 images for training and 600 images for testing. Some
illustrations of the EORSSD dataset are shown in Fig. 4.

B. Dataset Statistics and Challenges
In this section, we illustrate the challenges of EORSSD

dataset by providing some visual samples in Fig. 4 and
statistical analysis in Fig. 5.
• Challenge in the number of salient objects. In the

EORSSD dataset, more often than not, there are multiple
salient objects in one image. As shown in Fig. 4(a), there
are eleven ships in the first image, and seven airplanes

in the second image. In Fig. 5(b), we count the number
of salient objects in the dataset, and scenarios with more
than two targets account for 36.5% of the total.

• Challenge in small salient objects. Target size in
optical RSIs is often very diverse due to the satellite-
and airborne-derived imaging. The resulting small object
detection problem is also a very common but challenging
problem. In the the EORSSD dataset, we collected a
number of small samples, such as the vehicle in the
first image of Fig. 4(b), and the aircraft flying through
the sea in the second image of Fig. 4(b). In Fig. 5(c),
we count the size of the salient objects in the dataset (i.e.,
the proportion of the salient object in the image), and the
scenes with a proportion of less than 10% account for
84.65% of the total. Furthermore, in 39% of the scenes,
the salient objects occupy less than 1% of the image,
which illustrates the challenge of the EORSSD dataset.

• Challenge in more abundant scenarios. In the EORSSD
dataset, we further enriched the type of scene and also
increased the difficulty of the scene, such as the cloud
map in the first image of Fig. 4(c), and buildings in the
desert in the second image of Fig. 4(c). In Fig. 5(c),
we show the main type of salient objects, including ship,
aircraft, car, building, water, island, road, etc.. Among
them, ship and aircraft accounted for the higher propor-
tion, i.e., 22.2% and 21.5%, respectively.

• Challenge in various imaging interferences. In the
EORSSD dataset, we added some interference cases due
to the imaging reasons, which is widespread in practical
applications. For example, as shown in Fig. 4(d), the air-
craft in the first image is distorted, the ship in the second
image is occluded by clouds, and the illumination distor-
tion occurs in the third image.

• Challenge in specific circumstances. In order to increase
the diversity of data samples, we collected some specific
circumstances in the EORSSD dataset. For example,
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in Fig. 4(e), the aircraft on the sea with over-exposure
in the first image, the aircraft on the lawn in the second
image, and the aircraft in the cabin that only the tail is
visible in the third image.

In summary, the new EORSSD dataset is much larger,
more comprehensive, more diverse, more challenging, more
capable of handling practical problems, and more con-
ducive to the training of deep learning based SOD models.
Moreover, this dataset is available at our project website:
https://github.com/rmcong/EORSSD-dataset.2

V. EXPERIMENTS

A. Evaluation Metrics
For quantitative evaluations, we employ the Precision-

Recall (P-R) curve, F-measure, MAE score, and S-measure
to evaluate the SOD performance. First, we threshold the
generated saliency maps into some binary saliency maps
by using a series of fixed integers from 0 to 255. Then,
the precision and recall scores can be further calculated by
comparing the binary mask with the ground truth. Taking
the the precision score as the vertical axis, and the recall
score as the horizontal axis, we can draw the P-R curve
under different combination of precision and recall scores [52],
[53]. The closer the P-R curve is to the coordinates (1, 1),
the better the performance achieves. F-measure is defined as
a weighted harmonic mean of precision and recall, which
is a comprehensive measurement, and the larger the better
[54], [55], i.e., Fβ = (1+β2)Precision×Recall

β2×Precision+Recall
, where β2 is set

to 0.3 for emphasizing the precision as suggested in [54],
[56]. The larger Fβ value indicates the better comprehensive
performance. Comparing the continuous saliency map S with
ground truth G, the difference is defined as MAE score [57],
[58], i.e., M AE = 1

w×h

∑w
i=1

∑h
j=1 |S(i, j)−G(i, j)|, where

w and h denote the width and height of the testing image,
respectively. The smaller the MAE score is, the better perfor-
mance achieves. S-measure describes the structural similarity
between the saliency map and ground truth, and the larger
value means better performance [59], i.e., Sm = α× So+ (1−
α)× Sr , where α is set to 0.5 for assigning equal contribution
to both region Sr and object So similarity as suggested in [59].

B. Training Strategies and Implementation Details
1) Network Training: We randomly selected 1400 images

from the constructed EORSSD dataset for training and the
rest 600 images as the testing dataset. Data augmentation
techniques involving combinations of flipping and rotation are
employed to improve the diversity of training samples, which
produces seven variants for every single sample. Consequently,
the augmented training set provides 11, 200 pairs of images
in total. During training stages, the samples are uniformly
resized to 128 × 128 due to the limited availability of our
computational resources.

2) Implementation Details: We implemented the proposed
DAFNet with Pytorch on a workstation equipped with an
NVIDIA GeForce RTX 2080Ti GPU. The network is trained
using ADAM [60] optimization strategy for 60 epochs, and the

2According to the relevant data acquisition and redistribution polices of
Google Earth, our dataset can only be used for academic purposes.

batch size is set to 8. In the training phase, the learning rate is
fixed to 1e−4 for the first 20 epochs, and then evenly decline to
1e−6. Filter weights were initialized by Xavier policy [61] and
the bias parameters were initialized as constants. In the last
10 epochs, we activate the online hard example mining [62]
mechanism where half of a batch data with lower loss values
are dropped. The learnable weight δ in the GFA module is
initialized as 0.1, and the weight parameters wm and we in
loss function are set to 0.7 and 0.3, respectively. The average
running time for processing an image with the size of 128×128
is about 0.038 second.

C. Comparison With State-of-the-Art Methods

To verify the effectiveness of the proposed method, we com-
pare it with fifteen state-of-the-art SOD methods on the
testing subset of ORSSD dataset and EORSSD dataset, includ-
ing five unsupervised methods for NSIs (i.e., RCRR [24],
HDCT [22], SMD [23], RRWR [25], and DSG [26]), six
deep learning-based methods for NSIs with retraining (i.e.,
R3Net [27], DSS [28], RADF [29], PFAN [11], PoolNet [39],
and EGNet [16]), and four methods for optical RSIs (i.e.,
SMFF [41], VOS [45], CMC [46], and LVNet [6]). All the
results are generated by the source codes or provided by
the authors directly, and the deep learning based methods
(i.e., R3Net [27], DSS [28], RADF [29], PFAN [11], PoolNet
[39], EGNet [16], and LVNet [6]) are retrained by using the
same training data as the proposed method under the default
parameter settings in the corresponding models.

1) Qualitative Comparison: The visual comparisons of
different methods are shown in Fig. 6, where the pro-
posed method under the VGG16 backbone and deep learning
based methods are trained/retrained on the EORSSD dataset.
In Fig. 6, we show five challenging scenes including the
river, aircraft, building and car. Compared with other methods,
the proposed method exhibits superiority and competitiveness
in the following aspects:

a) Advantages in Location Accuracy: Our method can
accurately locate the salient objects and has a superior abil-
ity to suppress the background interference. In the second
image, the unsupervised SOD methods (i.e., RCRR [24] and
CMC [46]) can hardly detect the valid salient regions, and
deep learning based methods including the LVNet [6] can only
roughly detect some parts of the salient objects. By contrast,
the river is accurately and completely detected by our method.

b) Advantages in Content Integrity: In the first image,
the river has many curved structural details and relatively thin
tributaries, thus some methods fail to completely detect them
(e.g., PFAN [11], PoolNet [39], EGNet [16], and LVNet [6]).
In the third image, all these six aircrafts should be detected
as salient objects. However, the unsupervised methods (i.e.,
RCRR [24] and CMC [46]) cannot effectively detect all of
them. Even for the deep learning based methods, although
they can roughly locate the positions of all aircraft, they cannot
guarantee the structural integrity of the detected aircraft. For
example, both the wing and tail are lost in the results produced
by the PFAN [11] and EGNet [16] methods. By contrast,
our proposed method achieves better performance in structural
integrity and quantitative integrity.
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Fig. 6. Visual comparisons of different methods. The proposed method under the VGG16 backbone and deep learning based methods are trained/re-trained
on the EORSSD dataset.

c) Advantages in Challenging Scenarios: For the small
and multiple objects scenarios, our algorithm still achieves
competitive performance. For example, in the last image, four
cars are accurately detected by our method, while other meth-
ods almost missed the car in the lower right. Similarly, in the
fourth image, other methods cannot clearly and completely
detect this small aircraft, or even the background regions
are wrongly preserved (e.g., PFAN [11], EGNet [16], and
LVNet [6]), while our method addresses these aspects very
well. In addition, the proposed method is more robust to the
noises from the imaging and shadow. For example, in the fifth
image, only the proposed method and EGNet [16] method
successfully suppress the shadow area, while other methods
detect it as the salient region without exception. Moreover,
compared with the EGNet method, our method obtains more
accurate structure information and better boundary retention
ability. In the sixth image, even in the case of drastic changes
in lighting, our method can still accurately highlight the salient
objects and effectively suppress the background.

2) Quantitative Comparison: For quantitative evaluations,
we report the P-R curves, F-measure, MAE score, and
S-measure in Fig. 7 and Table I. In addition to the
VGG16 backbone, we also provide the results of the proposed
DAFNet under the state-of-the-art Res2Net-50 backbone [63].
From the P-R curves shown in Fig. 7, our DAFNet under the
VGG16 backbone (i.e., the magenta solid line) is higher than
all comparison methods. With the more powerful backbone
(i.e., Res2Net-50), our method (i.e., the red solid line) achieves
the highest precision of the whole P-R curves on these two

Fig. 7. P-R curves of different methods on the testing subset of the ORSSD
and EORSSD datasets. (a) P-R curves on the testing subset of the ORSSD
dataset. (b) PR curves on the testing subset of the EORSSD dataset.

testing datasets with remarkable margin compared with other
methods.

In order to more intuitively compare the performance of dif-
ferent methods, the quantitative measures of different methods
are reported in Table I. We can draw the conclusions from
the Table I that are consistent with the P-R curves. For the
unsupervised methods including the methods for optical RSIs,
SMD [23] method achieves the best performance in all the
measurements on both two datasets. For the deep learning
based method for NSIs with optical RSIs retraining, the perfor-
mances of these methods are significantly better than the unsu-
pervised methods, in which the EGNet method [16] achieves
the best performance, and its F-measure reaches 0.8438 on the
ORSSD dataset and 0.8060 on the EORSSD dataset. The
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TABLE I

QUANTITATIVE COMPARISONS WITH DIFFERENT METHODS ON THE
TESTING SUBSET OF THE ORSSD AND EORSSD DATASETS.

TOP THREE RESULTS ARE MARKED IN RED, BLUE,
AND GREEN RESPECTIVELY

LVNet [6] and EGNet [16] methods achieve comparable
performance, but the LVNet method has obvious advantages
in terms of S-measure. This also indirectly illustrates the
necessity of designing a SOD solution specifically for optical
RSIs. Thanks to the model design of this paper, our proposed
method obtains the best performance under all quantitative
measures, and has a large performance gain compared with
other methods. Taking the DAFNet-V (i.e., the DAFNet under
the VGG16 backbone) result as an example, compared with
the second best method, on the ORSSD dataset, the percentage
gain reaches 8.7% in terms of the F-measure, 39.6% in terms
of the MAE score, and 4.3% in terms of the S-measure. On the
EORSSD dataset, our method achieves a more significant
percentage gain compared with the second best method, i.e.,
the percentage gain of the F-measure reaches 10.7%, MAE
score achieves 45.0%, and S-measure obtains 6.0%. Moreover,
with the powerful Res2Net-50 backbone, our method (i.e.,
DAFNet-R) achieves more competitive performance. All these
measures demonstrate the superiority and effectiveness of the
proposed method.

3) Attribute-Based Study: We conduct the attribute-based
study to help understand the characteristics and advantages
of our model under different conditions, including category-
based, quantity-based, and size-based studies.

We can draw some useful conclusions from Tables II-IV.
Apparently, our method achieves uniformly larger F-measure
than its competitor LVNet [6] under various fine-grained
testing conditions. From category-based study of our method,
we can observe that the detection performance of “aircraft”
and “road” objects is relatively lower compared with other
categories, but is still much better than the LVNet [6]. The
aircraft targets captured in our dataset usually show diverse
appearance and suffer from complex surrounding contexts,
and the road targets have long-narrow shapes and typically

TABLE II

F-MEASURE EVALUATION BASED ON CATEGORY ATTRIBUTE
ON THE EORSSD DATASET

TABLE III

F-MEASURE EVALUATION BASED ON QUANTITY ATTRIBUTE

ON THE EORSSD DATASET

TABLE IV

F-MEASURE EVALUATION BASED ON SIZE ATTRIBUTE
ON THE EORSSD DATASET

cover a very large scope, which significantly increases the
detection difficulty. From the quantity-based study, it can be
observed that the increase in the number of salient objects
also leads to the increased difficulty of detection, while our
method can still greatly outperform the LVNet [6]. From
the size-based study, our method consistently shows obvious
superiority over the LVNet [6], especially when dealing with
very tiny (≤ 1%) or very large objects (≥ 40%). In general,
despite the proposed DAFNet has significantly boosted the
detection performance, there is still a lot of room for further
improvement in accurately detecting the tiny objects.

D. Ablation Study
There are three key modules within the DAFNet, i.e.,

Global Feature Aggregation (GFA), Cascaded Pyramid Atten-
tion (CPA), and Dense Attention Fluid (DAF). Accordingly,
we conduct ablation experiments to evaluate the necessity
and contribution of each module. The baseline model shares
identical decoder architecture and optimization strategies with
the full DAFNet, but it solely preserves the original back-
bone feature encoder. To intuitively illustrate the effectiveness
of our proposed attention-driven feature enhancing strategy,
we provide some feature visualizations in Fig. 8. As visible,
compared with the baseline network, our proposed DAFNet
can suppress background redundancies and produce more
discriminative features, and further generate more complete
saliency map with clear background. We also provide some
visual evolution results by gradually adding the GCA and
DAF components to the baseline model. As shown in Fig. 9,
after applying the GCA module, the model can capture more
similar patterns in global image context (e.g., the long-distance
bridge in the second image), and it can also suppress some
background interference (e.g., the platform area on the left in
the first image). Then, by further introducing the DAF module,
low-level and high-level attentive guidance information are
sufficiently fused to further suppress the background (e.g.,
the building in the third image) and extract more integral object
structures (e.g., the ship in the first image).
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Fig. 8. Visualization results of ablation study. (a) Optical RSIs. (b) Ground
truths. (c)-(d) Feature and saliency maps produced by baseline network. (e)-(f)
Feature and saliency maps produced by DAFNet.

Fig. 9. Results obtained by progressively adding the GCA and DAF compo-
nents to the baseline model. (a)-(b) Input RSIs and ground truths. (c) Results
of Baseline. (d) Results of Baseline+GCA. (e) Results of Baseline+GCA+DAF
(the full DAFNet).

The quantitative results of different variants are reported
in Table V. Note that although our baseline model shows
the worst performance in all three metrics, it is still a rather
powerful model compared with many of the comparison
methods involved in Table I. In order to encode the global
contextual information in the feature learning, the GFA mod-
ule is introduced and brings performance improvement, i.e.,
the F-measure is improved from 0.8391 to 0.8504 with the
percentage gain of 1.3%, and the S-measure is boosted from
0.8432 to 0.8661 with the percentage gain of 2.7%. Then,
in order to more comprehensively model multi-scale pyramid
features to address the scale variation of objects in optical
RSIs, we design the CPA module in a cascaded manner.
The CPA module contributes to relative gains (wrt., GFA) of
2.8% in terms of F-measure, 1.1% in terms of S-measure,
as well as decline of 15.3% in terms of MAE score. Finally,
the DAF structure is used to associate multiple levels of
attention modules to obtain a more comprehensive flow of the
attentive information, which in turn forms our DAFNet archi-
tecture. Compared with other variants, the complete DAFNet
architecture achieves the best performance, i.e., the percentage
gain reaches 6.3% in terms of F-measure against the baseline
model, 52.0% in terms of MAE, and 8.7% in terms of S-
measure, which demonstrates that our proposed framework
benefits from all key components.

E. Failure Cases
We discuss some failure cases of our DAFNet in Fig. 10.

For some very challenging examples, our method still cannot
obtain perfect results.

TABLE V

QUANTITATIVE EVALUATION OF ABLATION STUDIES ON THE TESTING
SUBSET OF EORSSD DATASET

Fig. 10. Some failure examples. (a) Optical RSIs. (b) Ground truths. (c)
Saliency maps produced by DAFNet.

(1) It is still challenging for our method to deal with tiny
objects. For example, in the first row of Fig. 10, the ship in
the upper left corner of the left image cannot be detected,
and the thin line on the left side of the right image cannot be
completely detected. The main reason is that we only use a
relatively small input size due to limited GPU budget. Thus,
the features of tiny salient objects would be completely lost
during the down-scaling process, which hinders the successful
detection. A direct solution to this problem could be exploiting
more computation resources to enable the training and testing
of larger-size inputs. However, it would be more promising to
explore more memory-efficient global-context aware attention
operations for building long-range semantic dependencies.

(2) It is still challenging to well distinguish the salient
objects from the surrounding contexts with high appearance
similarity. For example, in the second row of Fig. 10, the white
car and the airplane are largely overwhelmed by the contextual
texture and color information, and hence are missed by the
detector. To address this issue, more attempts should be made
to develop better learning strategies for the understanding of
abstract semantic information in the task of saliency detection.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper focuses on salient object detection in optical
remote sensing images and proposes an end-to-end encoder-
decoder framework dubbed as DAFNet, in which attention
mechanism is incorporated to guide the feature learning.
Benefiting from the attention fluid structure, our DAFNet
learns to integrate low-level attention cues into the genera-
tion of high-level attention maps in deeper layers. Moreover,
we investigate the global context-aware attention mechanism
to encode long-range pixel dependencies and explicitly exploit
global contextual information. In addition, we construct a new
large-scale optical RSI benchmark dataset for SOD with pixel-
wise saliency annotations. Extensive experiments and ablation
studies demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed DAFNet
architecture. In the future, designing more robust SOD models
with stronger generalization capabilities to achieve a win-win
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situation for both NSIs and optical RSIs is a promising
direction for further researches.
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